
to be ahead of time in advance, before the set time

as time goes by as (the) time passes

to be behind the times to be old-fashioned; have ideas that are out of date

by that time similar to 'before then'. at some time before the present moment (a specific time).

by the time
before reaching the time when something happens (with no specific time 
mentioned).

by this time similar to 'before now'.

to do/serve time to spend time in prison as a convict

an egg-timer

extra time played in football after 90m when teh scores are level

for the time being for the moment; temporarily

good timing happening at a propitious moment

to have the time of your life enjoy yourself very much

to be high time past the appropriate time

to be in the nick of time/ at the last minute, before it's too late

to be in time before an event takes place

to be just in time a very short time before an event takes place

to keep time to make a record of the time passed / to be ON time

to lose track of time to forget what the time is because one is so engrossed

to make time to find the time to do something

to make up for lost time to catch up on a schedule after some delay

to be a matter of time not long before something happens

no time like the present now is the best time

to be on time at the scheduled time

once upon a time in the distant past (used to start a fairy-story)

to be out of time to be invalid - too late

overtime extra hours worked

to pass the time occupy yourself while waiting

to be pressed for time need to hurry

a race against time have to work quickly to get something done before a set time

to run out of time have no time left

to save time do something the quickest way

to be short of time not have much time

to spend time pass time doing something

to stand the test of time something still found valuable and useful after many years

time after time do something again and again; repeatedly

time and a half extra money paid for overtime

time flies time goes by or passes very quickly.

time is money time should not be wasted because you could be using it to earn money.

the time is ripe a suitable time to do something

time will tell only in the future will the result be known

timely at a good moment/at the right time/in time

a timer a device for timing something

a timing-chain in a car engine

two-timing cheating in marriage

a waste of time spend too much time on something pointless or useless

to waste time spend too much time on something

EXPRESSIONS WITH "time"


